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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The objective of this hand book is to give information to the public in accordance
with the Right to Information Act 2005. This hand book provides information on
the obligations and functions of authorities functioning in the Ministry of New
and Renewable Energy (MNRE). This handbook is only indicative, however, for
any information on the RTI Act and statutory interpretation, the RTI Act may be
referred.
1.2.

This hand book will be useful to the intended users such as :
•

Public,

•

Research and Development Institutions,

•

Developers of new and renewable energy technologies, products,
processes and raw materials (public/ private sector industry),

•

Deployers and users of new and renewable energy technologies, products,
processes, raw materials (States/ UTs government departments/ agencies,
non-governmental organisations, panchayats, local bodies and citizens).

1.3.

The information means any material in any form including records, documents,
memos, emails, opinions, advices, press releases, circulars, orders, logbooks,
contracts, reports, papers, samples, models and data material held in any
electonic form and information relating to any private body which can be
accessed by a public authority under any other law for the time being in force.

1.4.

The right to information by public will include the right to inspect works,
documents, records, to take notes, extracts or certified copies of documents or
records, certified samples of material or to obtain information in form of
printouts, diskettes, floppies, tapes, video cassettes or in any other electronic
mode or through printouts.

1.5.

Procedure for seeking information
1.5.1

An application be made in writing or through electronic means in English
or Hindi or in the official language of the area, to the Public Information
Officer (PIO), specifying the particulars of the information sought for. The
application for obtaining information under sub-section (1) of section 6,
shall be accompanied by an application fee of rupees ten by way of cash
against proper receipt or by demand draft or bankers cheque payable to
the DDO of Ministry of New and Renewable Energy payable at New Delhi.

1.5.2

For providing the information under sub-section (1) of section 7, the fee
shall be charged by way of cash against proper receipt or by demand draft
or bankers cheque payable to the DDO of Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy, payable at State Bank of Hyderabad, Scope Complex, Lodi Road,
New Delhi at the following rates:
(i)

rupees two for each page (in A-4 or A-3 size paper) created or
copied;

(ii)

actual charge or cost price of a copy in large size paper;

(iii)

actual charge or price for samples or models; and

(iv)

for inspection of records, no fee for the first hour; and a fee of rupees
five for each fifteen minutes (or fraction thereof) thereafter.

1.5.3

For providing the information under sub-section (5) of section 7, the fee
shall be charged by way of cash against proper receipt or by postal order
or by demand draft or bankers cheque payable to the DDO of Ministry of
Non-conventional Energy, payable at State Bank of Hyderabad, Scope
Complex, Lodi Road, New Delhi Sources at the following rates:
(i)

for information provided in diskette or floppy rupees fifty per
diskette or floppy; and

(ii)

for information provided in printed form at the price fixed for such
publication or rupees two per page of photocopy for extracts from
the publication.

1.5.4

The aforesaid indicated application fees are as prescribed by Government.
However, if further fees are required, then the same will be intimated in
writing with details of calculation. Applicant can seek review of the
decision on fees charged by PIO by applying to the Appellate Authority.
No fees will be charged from people living below the poverty line.

1.6.1

If information sought has been supplied by third party or is treated as
confidential by that third party, the PIO shall give a written notice to the
third party within 5 days from the receipt of the request and take its
representation into consideration. The third party is given a chance to
make a representation before the PIO within 10 days from the receipt of
such notice.

1.6.2

The information shall be provided in 30 days from the date of application
or in 48 hours from the information concerning the life and liberty of a
person. In case the application for information is given to Assistant Public
Information Officer (APIO), 5 days shall be added to the above
representation. If the interest of a third party is involved then time limit
will be 40 days (maximum period plus time given to the third party to
make representation). Failure to provide information within the specified
period is deemed refused.

No information shall be provided, if it is

covered by exemption from disclosure and/or if it infringes copy right of
any persons other than the state.
CHAPTER 2

Organization, functions and duties

2.1

Brief History of the Ministry:

2.1.1 The Commission for Additional Sources of Energy (CASE) was established in
1981 in the Department of Science & Technology on the lines of the Atomic

Energy Commission and the Space Commission to oversee the development of
renewable energy sources in the country. The Commission comprises of
Secretaries of various Ministries under the chairmanship of Secretary, MNRE and
has the following responsibilities:•

Formulating policies and programmes for the development of new and
renewable sources of energy;

•

Coordinating and intensifying research and development activities in new
and renewable sources of energy;

•

Ensuring implementation of Government‟s policies in regard to all matters
concerning new and renewable sources of energy.

2.1.2 In 1982, a separate Department of Non-conventional Energy Sources was created
in the Ministry of Energy and entrusted with the charge of development and
deployment of non-conventional energy sources and CASE was transferred to it.
In 1992, DNES became a separate Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy Sources
(MNES). This Ministry was rechristened as Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy in 2006

2.1.3 MNRE is the nodal Ministry of the Government of India for all matters relating to
new and renewable energy. It is charged with the development and deployment
of new and renewable energy systems and devices in pursuance of the aims of
energy security and energy independence.

2.3

The Ministry is headed by a Minister of State (Independent Charge) for
Non-conventional Energy Sources and a Secretary to the Government of India
being the administrative head of the Ministry. The Secretary is principal adviser
of the Minister on all matters of policy and administration within his Ministry.
The various group heads at the level of Additional Secretary/Joint Secretary are

incharge of each such group.

The Ministry is broadly organized into (i) Deployment, (ii) Development and (iii)
Support Group as follows:

I.

Deployment Groups dealing with renewable energy programme:

1.

Integrated Rural Energy Programme (IREP);

2.

Renewable Energy for Urban, Industrial and Commercial Applications
(UICA);

3.

Remote Village Electrification Programme (RVEP)

4.

Grid interactive and Distributed (750 KW) Renewable Power – Biomass,
Bagass Cogeneration and Wind; and

5.

Grid Interactive and Distributed (750 KW) Renewable Power –
Small Hydro Power (SHP)

II.

Development Groups dealing with Research and Development:

1.

New Technologies;

2.

Alternate Fuels; GIFT (bio-synthetic) and GIPG (Bio-synthetic)

3.

Solar

4.

Wind

5.

Small Hydro Power

III

Support Groups:

1. Administration, Policy Planning, Vigilance, RTI Cell and Coordination
2. Information, Publicity and Awareness
3. Integrated Finance Division.

2.4

The Ministry has 9 Regional Offices which carry out monitoring and inspection of
projects and maintain liaison with the concerned State Governments State Nodal

Agencies and other Implementing Agencies.
The functional jurisdiction of Regional Offices is given below:
Sl.

Location of the Regional Functional jurisdiction in States/Uts

No

Office

1

Chandigarh

Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, Haryana,
Himachal Pradesh, Chandigarh, Delhi;

2.

Ahmedabad

Gujarat, Rajasthan, Dadra & Nagar Haveli
and Daman & Diu;

3.

Lucknow

Uttar Pradesh and Uttaranchal;

4.

Guwahati

Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram,
Manipur, Nagaland, Tripura, Meghalaya
and Sikkim;

5.

Bhopal

Madhya

Pradesh,

Maharastra

and

Chhattisgarh;
6.

Hyderabad

Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Goa;

7.

Bhubaneshwar

Orissa and West Bengal;

8.

Chennai

Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Andaman & Nicobar,
Pondicherry and Lakshadeep;

9.
2.5

Patna

Bihar and Jharkhand.

Other Establishments

•

The Solar Energy Centre, which functions as a part of the Ministry at
Gwalpahari in Gurgaon District, Haryana serves as the technical focal
point for Solar power development.

•

A Centre for Wind Energy Technology (C-WET), an Autonomous
Institution under the administrative control of this Ministry, serves as the

technical focal point for wind power development.
•

The Sardar Swaran Singh National Institute of Renewable Energy
(SSS-NIRE) is being set up near Kapurthala,

in Punjab for R&D in

Bio-energy and Synthetic fuels.
•

The Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency Limited, (IREDA),
Public

Sector,

Non-banking

Financial

Company,

is

under

the

administrative control of this Ministry.

2.5.1

The Right to Information pertaining to Centre

for Wind Energy

Technology (C-WET) and Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency
(IREDA) Ltd. can be obtained from these organizations or their website as
given below:
IREDA:

www.iredaltd.com

C-WET:

www.cwet.tn.nic.in

2.6. Development Priorities
2.6.1. During the past two decades or so renewable energy deployment has
somewhat outpaced research and development effort. Consequently, the
country remains a net importer of new and renewable energy products and
services. This situation needs to be reversed on priority in order that the
current pace of deployment cannot only be sustained but also further
accelerated in keeping with the growing demand for energy of an
expanding economy. Furthermore, current deployment has tended more
towards replacement of coal rather than liquid fossil fuel. The priority of
the country is to develop substitutes for liquid, gaseous and solid fossil
fuels, in that order.
2.7. Development Focus

2.7.1. Development effort will be made in close concert with corporates
(public/domestic owned private) and scientific & technical institutions in
order to make the domestic new and renewable energy industry globally
competitive and a net foreign exchange earner at least by 2022.
Development focus shall be on the following:i)

Technology Mapping and Benchmarking;

ii)

Identifying

Research,

Development,

Demonstration

and

Commercialization (RDDC) needs and facilitate execution of the same;
iii)

Standards, specifications and performance parameters of indigenously
developed products & services to be at par or even excel international
levels and further to facilitate industry in attaining the same;

iv)

Aligning costs of new and renewable products and services with
international levels or even lower and further to facilitate industry in
attaining the same;

v)

Facilitating industry to obtain appropriate international level quality
assurance accreditation;

vi)

Facilitating industry to become internationally competitive and a net
foreign exchange earner through (ii) to (v) above and related
measures; and

vii)

Resources Survey, Assessment and Mapping.

2.8 Development Concerns
2.8.1 Development effort will be carried out keeping the following key concerns in
view:i)

RDDC will be product development oriented and carried out with active
participation and involvement of the end user, who is the consumer or
RDDC out put. In formulating RDDC projects, the end user will play a

major role. Further, in laying down objectives and outputs of RDDC
projects, the end user will be actively involved apart from ensuring his
involvement during the entire RDDC phase, including RDDC output
appraisal. Where industry is not the end user, the end user will be
identified and made a part of the RDDC process, as above;
ii)

RDDC projects should invariably result in tangible and quantifiable
outputs, including patents and peer reviewed scientific and technical
papers of merit that are published in reputed journals apart from product
development and its commercialization;

iii)

Inter-linkages and inter-dependencies of RDDC activity will need to be
clearly established so as to eventually lead the development of an integrated
system;

iv)

RDDC activity in the same broad area will invariably demonstrate
improvement in outputs already obtained; and

v)

Technology demonstration will be limited to indigenously developed
technologies, processes, materials, components, sub-systems, products and
services. Exemption to this condition could be given in rare cases where
technology

demonstration

involves

dual

purpose

and/or

strategic

technologies that subserve national energy security concerns. Even in such
cases, import will be restricted to critical components only.
2.9.

Standards, Specifications & Performance Parameters
2.9.1

The Bureau of Indian Standards would be assisted in reviewing and
updating existing standards as also to develop and notify standards for
new and renewable systems/devices for which standards have not yet
been laid down at par or even higher than international levels. Guidelines
for product specification and performance parameters will be developed
and institutionalized.

2.10. Industry as R&D Partner
2.10.1. Renewable energy technologies are at different stages of development
across the globe. In this connection, partnerships are being forged
elsewhere to develop new and renewable energy products and services,
including fusion technology. Although the country would have to go
through the R&D process mainly on its own, beneficial international
partnerships could be considered on a case by case basis. Further, as the
task becomes even more daunting and challenging, R&D effort would
necessarily have to be highly focused, output oriented, time-bound and
cost-effective. Industry, as the end user of R&D, will have to be actively
involved so that the output of research and development is gainfully
utilized. Government will support such effort.

2.11. Key Development Areas
2.11.1 Area Summary

2.11.1.1. Key Development Areas have been identified as under:
i)

Alternate Fuels (hydrogen, bio & synthetic) – production, storage,
distribution,

delivery

and

appliances-to

replace

liquid

hydrocarbons in stationary, portable and transport applications;
ii)

Alternate Fuel based Green Initiative for Future Transport (GIFT)
for land, air & sea applications;

iii)

Alternate Fuel based Green Initiative for Power Generation (GIP)
for stationary & portable applications;

iv)

IC engine electric hybrid vehicle with onboard charging facility

v)

New and renewable energy systems/devices for rural areas for

household/village

level

applications

for

meeting

the

comprehensive energy needs of cooking, lighting and motive
power;
vi)

New and renewable energy systems/devices for industrial,
commercial and urban applications in light, heat, combined heat
and power or power, apart from devices for conventional energy
conservation;

vii)

Distributed new and renewable energy systems to provide area
specific energy needs of cooking, lighting and motive power;

viii)

Energy recovery (including cogeneration) from urban and
industrial wastes and effluents;

ix)

SPV materials, cells, modules, systems;

x)

MW scale solar thermal (high temperature) power generation
systems;

xi)

MW scale wind power generation systems;

xii)

MW scale biomass-integrated gasifier/gas generation systems;

xiii)

Simulators for renewable electricity stations; and

xiv)

Resource Survey, Assessment and Mapping.

2.12. Objective/Purpose
The following subjects have been assigned to the Ministry:- turbine power
•

Research and development of biogas and programmes relating to biogas
units;

•

Commission for Additional Sources of Energy (CASE);

•

Solar Energy including Solar Photovoltaic devices and their development,
production and applications.

•

Programme relating to improved chulhas and research and development
thereof;

•

Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency;

•

All matters relating to small/mini/micro hydel projects of and below 25
MW capacity;

•

Research and development of other non-conventional/renewable sources
of energy and programmes relating thereto;

•

Tidal energy;

•

Integrated Rural Energy Programme (IREP);

•

Geothermal Energy.

2.13. VISION
To create MNES into a scientific institution characterized by pursuit of excellence
in the area of new and renewable energy. In this regard, to develop and thereafter
deploy new and renewable energy technologies, products, processes, raw
materials and services in furtherance of the national goal of energy security and
sustainable development. Further, to make the country a leader in new and
renewable energy by making it a net foreign exchange earner.
2.14. MISSION
 To focus on development and thereafter deployment of alternate fuels,
namely, hydrogen, biofuels and synthetic fuels to replace liquid and
gaseous hydrocarbons, covering the entire cycle: production, storage,
delivery, distribution and applications- stationary, mobile and portable.
 To focus on development and thereafter deployment of distributed

renewable energy systems to provide the energy needs of cooking, lighting
and motive power.
 To focus on development and thereafter deployment of stand-alone
renewable energy devices for cooking, lighting and motive power.
 To focus on development and thereafter deployment of grid-interactive
renewable electricity.

2.15

FUNCTIONS/ AREAS

i)

Research, development, demonstration through prototype development,
commercialization and deployment of new and renewable energy
systems/ devices for transportation, portable and stationary applications
in rural, urban, industrial and commercial sectors.

ii)

Alternate Fuels- hydrogen, bio and synthetic.

iii)

Green Initiative for Future Transport (GIFT)- Systems / Devices using
alternate fuels.

iv)

Green Initiative for Power Generation – Systems / Devices using alternate
fuels.

(v)

New and Renewable Energy for Urban Applications.

(vi)

New and Renewable Energy for Industrial and Commercial Applications.

(vii)

New and Renewable Energy for Rural Applications – cooking, lighting and
motive power.

2.16

CLIENTS

 Research and Development Institutions.
 Developers of new and renewable energy technologies, products,
processes and raw materials (public/ private sector industry).
 Deployers and users of new and renewable energy technologies, products,
processes, raw materials (States/ UTs government departments/ agencies,
non-governmental organisations, panchayats, local bodies and citizens).

2.17

Addresses & contact numbers of the Ministry and its other organisation

Address

Contact Nos.

Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

Tel.No.011-24360707 ,
011 - 2436 0404

Block No.14, C.G.O. Complex, Lodi Road

Fax: 011-24361298

New Delhi - 110 003
Solar Energy Centre,
Gwal Pahari, Gurgaon-Faridabad Road,

Ph No. 0124-2579214
Gwal Fax: 0124-2579207

Pahari, Gurgaon, Haryana, PIN : 122001

Regional offices
Regional office - North

Tele/Fax:0172-

Kendriya Sadan, Block -4,

2741339

4th Floor, Sector –9A, Chandigarh- 160017.
Pubjab & Haryana
Regional office – North Central

0522-2328937

Hall No.2, 7th Floor, Kendriya Bhawan,

0522-2762634(Fax)

Sector-H, Aliganj,
Lucknow- 226024.
Uttar Pradesh
Regional office – East

Tel./Fax 0674-2561248

A/28, Nilakantha Nagar,
Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar- 751012.
Orissa
Regional office – East Central

Tel/fax: 0612-2278208

95/1E, New Patliputra Colony, Patna-800013
Bihar.
Regional office – North East
A.T. Road, Bharelukh(Ashirbad) Ground Floor)

Tele/fax: 0361

opposite BSNL Training Centre,

2543162

P&T Colony, Guwahati-781009
Assam.
Regional office - West

Tel.No. 079-2757858

Screen Building, 5thfloor,
Drive-in-cinema Drive Road,
Ahmedabad-380054.
Gujarat.
Regional office – Central

Tele/fax: 0755-2420546

E-I/85, Arera Colony
Bhopal – 462 016
Madhya Pradesh
Regional office – South Central

Tel: 040-27800972

Plot No.21, H.No.3/43/130, Lalithanagar,

Fax: 040-27800962

West Marredpally,, Hyderabad
Andra Pradesh
Regional office – South

Tel. 044-24462158

E1 B - Block, Rajaji Bhawan,

Fax:24918742

Besant Nagar, Chennai -600090.

Tamil Nadu

Autonomous Bodies
Centre for Wind Energy Technology (C-WET),

. 044-22464982/83/894

R-8, North Main Road, Anna Nagar, West Extension,

044-25010002 (Direct)

Chennai-600101

Sardar Swaran Singh National Institute of Renewable
Energy (SSS-NIRE) Village & P.O. Wadala Kalan,
Jalandhar – Kapurthala Road,, Kapurthala – 144601,
Punjab.

Tele No. 01822-39795

Public Sector Undertaking
Indian Renewable Energy Development

Tel.No. 011-

Agency(IREDA),

24682200(O)

India Habitat Centre, Core-4‟A‟, East Court,

FAX : 011-24682202

1st Floor, Lodi Road, New Delhi-3.

2.18. The Ministry functions from Monday to Friday having working hours from 9:00 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. with lunch break from 1:00 p.m. to 1.30 pm.
*Some of the Ministry’s offices are also housed on 9th and 10th floor of
Paryavaran Bhavan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi.

CHAPTER 3

Powers and Duties of Officers and Employees
3.1 MATTERS REQUIRED TO BE SUBMITTED TO THE MINISTER FOR
DECISION
The following matters/cases are submitted to Minister of State for Non-Conventional
Energy Sources (Independent charge) for final disposal. The Minister of State for
Non-conventional Energy Sources(Independent Charge) may review the decisions, if
necessary on any of the file.
1. Appointments/framing and revision of recruitment rules in respect of Group `A‟
posts.
2. Review of cases regarding retention of Group `A‟ officers on their attaining 50/55
years of age of completing 30 years of service.
3. Imposition of penalties under the discipline and appeal rules of the CCS(CCA)
rules in respect of Group `A‟ officers.
4. Appeals/memorials submitted to the President.
5. Grant of permission to the Secretary(NES) under the provisions of the conduct
rules.
6. Deputation/delegation abroad.
7. Approval of new schemes/projects for all groups.
8. All cases relating to Agreements/Memorandum of Understanding for
international cooperation and all foreign aided projects.
9. Institution of awards/medals.
10. Replies to questions/debates/discussions in Parliament and other Parliamentary
work in the name of MOS(NES).
11. Appointments of officials/non-officials on high level committees at national level.
Boards of corporation, PSUs etc.

12. All policy matters and guidelines thereto: and revisions/modifications in the
existing schemes/programmes.
13. Proposals requiring consideration of the Cabinet or Cabinet Committees initiated
by MNES.
14. Cases requiring submission to the Prime Minister or President.
15. All legislative proposals.
16. Creation of posts requiring approval of Finance Minister.
17. Any other case where action is taken in the name of the President, unless the
power to dispose off such cases is delegated.
18. Projects which are assisted through grants from UNDP/GEF and operated
through NBB and Hilly hydro and other projects.
19. Decisions of Programme and Project Advisory Committee Meetings:
In addition, the following need to be put up to the Minister well in time for
information:
a) Agenda of CASE Meeting.
b) Agenda of programme and Project Advisory Committee Meetings.
The channel of submission and final decision making level for matters/cases in
respect of various Divisions of the Ministry is as indicated below (Division-wise).
Officers concerned will dispose off cases on matters concerning their Divisions in
accordance with the channel of submission indicated below.
SCIENTIFIC GROUPS DEALING WITH DEVELOPMENT & DEPLOYMENT

Sl.No. Type of Cases

Channel of Submission

Level of final
disposal

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

CASE matters

Scientist-D/Scientist-F/Dir./Scientist-G Secretary

2.

Issue of Administration
approval after approval of the
case

Scientist-B/C/Scientist-D/Dir.

Scientist-G

3.

Taking up of new project

Scientist-B/C/D/Dir.
Scientist-G/Secretary

MOS(NES)

4.

Issue of routine sanction

Section Officer/ Scientist-B/C/D/IFD

Scientist-F/Dir

5

Formulation of Budget
proposal

Scientist-B/C/D/Dir

Scientist-G/IFD

6

Annual Plan Five year Plans

Scientist-F/C/D/F /Dir

Scientist-G(Plannin
Division )

7

Parliament Question Starred
Unstarred Inputs to other
Ministries

Scientist-B/C/D/F/Dir./ Scientist-G
Scientist-B/C/D/F/Dir./ Scientist-G
Secretary

MOS(NES)
MOS(NES)

8

Standing Committee Replies

Scientist-F/Dir/Scientist-G

Secretary

9

Appointment of Consultant

Scientist- B/C/D /Dir./F Scientist-G

Secretary

10.

Arrangement of Meeting

Section officer /Scientist-D/F/Dir.

Scientist-G

11.

FIPB Proposal

Scientist-B/C/D/F/Dir/ Scientist/G

Secretary

12

Issue of guidelines for Wind
Electronic Generator
Manufacturers/Nodal
Agencies

Scientist-B/C/D/F/Dir/ Scientist/G

Secretary/MOS(NE

13

VIP letters/references

Section Officer /
Scientist-B/C/D/F/Dir/ Scientist/G

Secretary/MOS(NE

14

Proposal of Foreign
Section Officer /
Aid/Collaborations/Meetings Scientist-B/C/D/F/Dir/ Scientist/G
abroad.

Secretary

15

Policy matters(other than
CASE matters)

Section Officer/Scientist
F/Dir/Scientist-G/ Secretary

MOS(NES)

16

Annual Report

Section Officer/Scientist-B/C/ or
Scientist D/F/Dir/G

Secretary

17

Legal matters

Section

Secretary

Officer/Scientist-D or
Scientist-F/Dir/G
18

Customs/Excise duty

Section

Exemption certificate.

Officer/ScientistD/F/Dir

Scientist-G

II. ADMINISTRATION & COORDINATION GROUP PLANNING AND COORDINATION

Sl.No.

Type of Cases

1.

2.

Channel of submission

Level of final
disposal

3.

4.

1.

Formulation and Review of
Plan proposals of the
Ministry

Scientist-D/F/Dir
/JS/Secretary

MOS(NES)

2.

Annual Action Plan of the
Ministry

-do-

-do-

3.

Formulation and
Coordination of Five Year
and Annual Plan.

-do-

-do-

4.

Interaction with Planning
Committee

-do-

-do-

5.

Coordinate, Monitoring
-doand Evaluation of all Plan
Schemes and Projects
including Central
Sector/Centrally Sponsored
Scheme.

-do

6.

Interaction with the
Ministry of Programme
Implementation.

-do-

-do-

7.

Quarterly Progress Report

Scientist-D/F/Dir.

JS

8.

Monthly DO to Cabinet
Secretary & Monthly
Summary to the Cabinet.

Scientist-D/F/Dir/JS

Secretary

9.

Progress of Monthly
Expenditure

Scientist-D/F/Dir/JS

Secretary

10.

Input for speech of
President/Vice
President/Prime
Minister/Finance Minister

-do-

Secretary

11.

Parliament Question

Scientist-D/F/Dir

Secretary

12.

Coordination of Fiscal
Incentive Proposals sent to
Ministry of Finance.

-do-

Secretary

13.

Review of Annual Action
Plan.

Section officer/
Scientist-D/F.

Secretary

14.

Appointment of Nodal
Officers

-do-

Secretary

15.

Coordination of
information required by
PM.

Scientist-D/F.

JS

16.

Notes for Cabinet or
Cabinet Committees
initiated by MNES

Scientist-D/F/Dir/G or
Sr.Adv./JS/Secretary

MOS(NES)

17.

Comments of MNES on
draft cabinet notes of Other
Ministries/Departments.

Scientist-D/F/Dir/G/JS Secretary
Sr.Advisor

ADMINISTRATION-I

Sl.No.

1.
1.

Type of Cases

Channel of Submission

2.

Level of final
disposal

3.

4.

APPOINTMENTS
(i)Group `A‟(JS& above)

SO/US/Dir/JS/Secretary

ACC

(ii)Group `A‟(Dir. & below)

SO/US/Dir/JS/Secretary

MOS(NES)

(iii)Group``B/(Gazetted)

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary

(iv)Group `B‟(Non-Gazetted)

SO/US/Dir

JS

2.

3.

4.

5.

(v) Group `C‟

SO/US/Dir

JS

(vi) Group `D‟

Asstt./SO

US

WORK ALLOCATION AND POSTING AND TRANSFERS IN THE
MINISTRY/REGIONAL OFFICES/SOLAR ENERGY CENTRE
(i) US or above

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary

(ii) SO and equivalent

SO/US/Dir

JS

(iii) Assistant and below

SO/US

Dir.

PERMISSION/INTIMATION UNDER CCS CONDUCT RULES
(i)Cases of Officers of the level
of JS and above

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary

(ii) Other Group `A‟ officers

SO/US/Dir.

JS

(iii) Group `B‟ officers

SO/US

Dir

(iv) Group `C‟ & `D‟ officers

SO/US

Dir

(i) Advances permissible
under normal limits

SO/US

HOD

(ii)Advances in excess

SO/US

HOD

(i) Group `A‟ & `B”

SO/US

HOD

(ii) Group `C‟ & `D‟

SO/US

ADVANCE UNDER GPF

HOUSE BUILDING
ADVANCE

OTHER ADVANCES UNDER GENERAL FINANCIAL RULES
Sanction of advances for
purchase of conveyance

Asstt./SO

HOO

(1) Bicycle/Fan

Asstt/SO

HOO

(2) Advance of Pay & TA
Transfer

Asstt/SO

HOO

(3) Advance of LTC

Asstt./SO

HOO

(4) Advance of TA Tour

Asstt./SO

HOO

(5) Festival Advance

Asstt./SO

HOO

(6) LTC Grant Permission to
change declared place of visit
after commencement of
journey

Asstt/SO

HOO

SO/US

HOD

WITHDRAWAL FROM GPF
(1)Final withdrawal from GPF
as permissible under rules for
all Officers(upto 75% of the
balance)

(2)Final withdrawal in excess
SO/US/HOD/JS
of 75% upto 90% of balance for
all officers except for HBA for
the reasons not specified in the
rules.

Secretary

(3) Conversion of advance into
withdrawal: (a) For Officers of
the level of JS and above (b)
For other Group`A‟

Officers/Group `B‟ officers (c)
For Group `C‟&`D‟ Officers

6.

Ad-hoc appointment made to
Group `A‟ & `D‟ posts without
consultationwith UPSC

SO/US/HOD/JS SO/US

Secretary HOD

SO/US

HOD

SO/US/Dir./JS

Secretary/MOS
(NES)

7.

Employment of family
members of Government
servants in Foreign
Mission/Organisation etc. in
India

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary

8

Flexible complementing
Scheme(FCS). Assessment
Board Meeting-ACC approval
in r/o Scientific Officers

SO/US/Dir/JS/Secretary

Secy./ACC

9.

Pension/retirement
benefits/voluntary
retirements/Deaths etc.

SO/US/HOO

PAO

10.

Proposal for promotion under
Flexible Complementing
Scheme/Direct
Rectt./Deputation

SO/US/Dir./JS/Secretary MOS(NES)

11

Screening of applications for
recruitment/deputation

SO/US

Dir.

12

Constitution of Department
Selection
ommittees/Assessment
Board/Convening their DPC
meetings/Approval of
minutes etc.

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary

13.

Seeking approval to the
proposals recommended by
DPC/Assessment
Board/Selection Committee,
for Group`A‟ posts.

SO/US/Dir/JS/ Secretary MOS(NES)

14.

Communicating the
approvals.

SO/US

US/Dir

15.

Ammendments to the
Recruitment Rules

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary/
MOS(NES)

16.

Probation
clearance/confirmation

SO/US/Dir

JS/Secretary Or
UPSC (in some
cases)

17

Pay fixation on
appointments/promotion

Assistant/SO

US

18.

Compassionate
appointments/Promotion

SO/US/Dir.

JS

19

Re-employment

SO/US/Dir.

HOD/JS/
Secretary/
MOS(NES)

20.

Miscellaneous references

Assistant/SO/SO

Dir (in some
cases)

21.

FRAMING OF
RECRUITMENT RULES
(i) Group `A‟ Posts

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary/
MOS(NES)

(ii)Group `B'

SO/US/Dir.

JS

(ii)Group `C‟ & `D‟ Posts

SO/US/Dir.

JS

22.

Entries in Service Book

Assistant/SO

US

23.

Permission to acquire
movable/immovable
Property.

SO/US

Dir./JS

24.

(i) Issue of leave Orders(DS
and below)

Asstt./SO

US

(ii) Issue of Leave Orders(JS &
above)

Asstt/SO

US

25.

Grant of permission to receive
Honorarium fee from outside
agencies for talks, meetings,
airlines examination fee
Interview Board etc.
(i) JS/Adviser and above.

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary

(ii) Dir/DS

SO/US/Dir

JS

(iii) US and other equivalent
posts

SO/US

Dir

(iv) Group `B‟,`C‟ & `D‟ posts

Asstt./SO

US

(v) Sanction of Honorarium
where scale has been
prescribed such as verbatim
records of proceedings
examination tests fee etc.
26.

SO/US

Dir/HOD

Payment of Honorarium

SO/US

Dir/HOD

(i) JS/Adviser and above

Dir/JS

Secretary

(ii) Others

SO/US

HOD/
Secretary

(i) JS/Advisors and above.

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary

(ii) All others

SO/US/Dir

HOD

28.

Engagement of Consultants

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary

29.

Continuation of Posts.

SO/US/Dir/JS/IFD

Secretary

30.

Hiring/Enhancement of Rent

SO/US/Dir.

HOD

27.

Forwarding of applications in
respect of Advertisement of
general circulars

ADMINISTRATION II

Sl.No.

Type of Cases

Channel of
submission

Level of
final
disposal

1.

Maintenance of office
SO/US
building/cleanliness/conservancy/repair/renovation/furnishing

Dir.

2.

Purchase and maintenance of staff car and other
vehicles

SO/US/Dir.

JS

3.

Procurement/purchase/maintenance and supply
Of (a)furniture(b)stationery/typewriter/office
equipment/sundries-briefcases, towels etc.

SO/US

Dir.

4

Providing and maintenance of
air-conditioners/room coolers /heaters

SO/US

Dir.

5

Procurement and supply of uniform to class IV
staff.

SO/US

Dir.

6

Payment of telephone bills

SO/US

Dir.

7

Receipt and issue of postal and other dak

SO

US

8

Operational of Internal Telephone exchange

SO

US

9

Supervision of Duplicating Unit

SO

US

10

Celebration/Observance of Days/Dates Like
SO/US/Dir./JS Secretary
Anti-Terrorism Day Martyrdom Day Sadhbhavana
Diwas Quami Ekta Week Armed Force Flag Day

11.

Booking/Cancellation of air/rail tickets for officers SO
and non-officials

US

12.

Processing of Indian Air Lines/Air India/Travel
Agents Bills

-do-

-do-

13

Liaison with Protocol Div. of the Ministry of
External Affairs.

SO/PSO(IR)

Dir(IR)

14.

Arranging issuance and revalidation of official
passport s/visa for officers going abroad.

SO

US

15.

Arrangement of Hotel Accommodation for Guests
and foreign dignitaries.

-do-

-do-

16.

Arrangement of official lunch/dinner hosted by
MOS/Secretary.

-do-

-do-

17.

Republic Day and Independence Day passes

-do-

-do-

18.

Engagement of services of casual workers and
labourers on daily wages.

-do-

-do-

PARLIAMENT

Sl.No.

1.
1.

Type of Cases

Channel of submission

2.
Parliament Questions

3.

Level of
final
disposal
4.

All the Parliament Questions are
processed in the concerned divisions.
Starred Question are routed through
Secretary and the Unstarred Questions
through the concerned Group Head. All
the questions are disposed off at the level
of MOS(NES).

2.

Convening the meetings of the
Consultative Committee or MPs
of attached to the Ministry

SO/US/Dir/JS/Secretary

MOS(NES)

3.

Draft of the minutes of the
Consultative Committee

SO/US/Dir/JS/Secretary

MOS(NES)

4.

Matter relating to laying of
Annual Report, Demand for
Grants, legislative proposals etc.

SO/US/Dir/JS

Secretary

5.

Review of Parliamentary
Assurance given by the Ministry

SO/US/Dir./Scientist-G/JS Secretary/
MOS(NES)

6.

Matter related to ACR

SO/US/Dir

JS

7.

Miscellaneous references/SC/ST
Cell

SO/US/Dir.

JS

VIGILANCE CELL

Sl.No.

Type of Cases

Channel of
Submission

Level of final
disposal

1

2

3

4

1

Complaints from
pseudonymous and
anonymous sources

US(Vig.)/Dir.(Vig.)

JS

2

Complaints forwarded from -doCVC.

JS

3

Vigilance cases against
Ministerial staff for which
Secretary(NES0 is the
appointing authority

US(Vig.)/Dir.(Vig.)/JS Secretary

4

Vigilance cases against
Ministerial and
non-Ministerial staff for
whom President is the
appointing authority.

US(Vig.)/Dir(Vig.)/JS
Secretary

MOS(NES)

RTI SECTION

Sl.No.

Type of Cases

Channel of
Submission

Level of final
disposal

1

2

3

4

1

Applications seeking
information under RTI Act

US/SO

DS (CPIO)

2.

Appeals received by Ist
Appellate Authority

SO/US/DS

JS(Admin.) Ist Appealte
Authority

INTERNATIONAL RELATION

Sl..

Type of Cases

Channel of Submission

1

2.

3.

1.

Bilateral/Multilater al
Scientist B/C or Scientist
matters-Agreements/MOUs D/F/Dir/JS/Secretary

Level of
final
disposal
4.
MOS(NES)

2

Foreign Deputation of
officers

Scientist B/C or Scientist
MOS(NES)
D/F/Dir/JS/AS&FA/Secretary/S
creening Committee. In case of
Secretary, Sr.Advisor and non-

officials
3

Seminars/Conferen ces

Scientist B/C or Scientist
D/F/IFD/JS

Secretary/MO
S(NES)

4

Foreign investment in
Renewable Energy
proposals for FIPB
clearances

Concerned Group Head

Secretary

5.

Human Resources
Development-Deputation
of officers on study
tours,Conferences

Scientist B/C or
ScientistD/F/Dir /JS/IFD
Secretary/Screening
Committee in respect of
Officers in the pay scale of
Additional Secretary or above.

MOS(NES)

CASH SECTION

Sl.No. Types of Cases

Channel of
submission

Level of final
disposal

1.

2.

3.

4.

1

Pay Bills

Dealing
Hand

DDO

2

Contingent Bills

-do-

-do-

3

Grant-in-aid Bills

-do-

-do-

4

TA/LTC Bills

-do-

-do-

5

Miscellaneous Bills, -doConveyance
Bills,Arrear Bills,
Bills for Advance
etc.

-do-

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

Sl.No.

Type of Cases

Channel of
Submission

Level of final
disposal

1

2

3

4

1

Hindi Translation
Hindi(Implementation)

Sr.Hindi Translator.

DD(OL)

2

Hindi Training

Dy. Director (OL)/Dir

JS

3

Progressive use of Hindi

Dy. Director
(OL)/Dir.

JS

4

Award Scheme(original
Books in Hindi)

DD/Dir./JS/Secretary MOS(NES)

5

Incentive Schemes

Dy. Director
(OL)/Dir.

JS

6

Hindi Salahkar Samiti
Meeting

Dy. Director
(OL)/Dir.

JS

7

Official Language
Implementations
Committee

Dy. Director
(OL)/Dir.

JS

8

Quarterly Progressive
Report to Department of
Official Language,Ministry
of Home Affairs.

Dy. Director
(OL)/Dir.

JS

III. INFORMATION AND PUBLIC AWARENESS GROUP

III. INTEGRATED FINANCE DIVISION

Sl.No.

Type of Cases

1.
1.

Channel of

Level of final

Submission

disposal

2
Preparation of Annual

3
Director

4
Scientist-G/

Plan(Budget)

Secretary

2

Grant-in-aid to State Nodal Photo officer/Director
Agencies for Exhibitions &
Mobile Exhibition Van

Scientist-G

3

Printing-Annual
Report-Brochures, Advt.
Etc.
Electronics Media Radio
jingles/TV Spots etc.

Photo Officer/Director

Scientist-G/
Secretary

Photo Officer/Dir.

Scientist-G/
Secretary

5

Films/Serials

Photo Officer
MOS(NES)
/Dir/Scientist-G/Secretary

6

Publication of Books

Photo Officer/Dir.

4

Sl.No.

1

Type of Cases

2

Channel of Submission

Scientist-G
Level of final
disposal

3

4

BUDGET & ACCOUNT SECTION
1

Demand for Grants

Accountant/AO.US/Dir.

2

Settlement of CAG Paras/ AO/US/Dir.

3

Reappropriation within
the powers of Ministry

AS & FA
AS&FA

Accountant/AO/US/Dir. AS & FA

